Inside Mount Under Lintel
Manual push up Operation

View from Coil Side

Shown without Hood or Fascia option
Shown with Keylock option
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Manual push up Operation - Details
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Shown with Thumb Turn option
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Motorized Operation
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Motorized Operation - Details
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Shown without Hood or Fascia option
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Hand Crank Operation
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Hand Crank Operation - Details
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Manual push up Operation

Motorized Operation

Hand Crank Operation
Inside Mount Under Lintel

- Guide Rail: 4.000" (Length) 1.500" (Width)
- Motorized Packout: 4.000" (Length) 1.500" (Width)
- Hand Crank Packout: 4.000" (Length) 2.500" (Height)
- Curtain Slat: 5.000" (Height)
- Bottom Bar: 5.000" (Length)